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Hyder Properties is an international real estate development company with a 
comprehensive understanding of the South African property market. Since its 
launch in 2017, they have constructed several developments in the
up-and-coming hub of Midrand.
 
Hyder Properties approached Moody and Smith to help them completely 
revamp their brand. In true Moody and Smith style, we did that and more.
 
With our strategy, we also improved brand awareness, lead generation, sales, 
and reputation.
 
This case study outlines how we took their low-performance statistics to new 
heights.

Intro & Overview
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Before setting up our strategic campaign, we studied Hyder Properties’ 
engagement statistics across their two main platforms, Facebook and 
Instagram. While they had the beginnings of a loyal audience, these 
numbers were lower than they needed to be.
 

PAGE FOLLOWERS

PAGE FOLLOWERS

TOTAL POSTS

TOTAL POSTS

TOTAL REACH 

TOTAL COMMENTS

ENGAGEMENTS 

136

1829

7

5

1245

39

136

Social Media Performance

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

TAKE A LOOK AT EACH PLATFORM’S ORGANIC PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW:

Before Working With Moddy and Smith
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The image created above proved what we suspected: 
Hyder Properties needed better brand awareness. However, the social 
media statistics also highlighted their low lead generation numbers, 
which explains why their sales numbers were beginning to drop.
 
The lack of brand awareness and generally poor social media presence 
also resulted in Hyder Properties developing a bad reputation.
 
The marketing strategy we developed focused on all these challenges by 
revamping the brand at the focal point.
 
Creating a better social media presence fueled the strategy, allowing us 
to completely revamp the brand in their audience’s minds.
 
To do this, we created a series of content piecesspecifically designed to 
promote awareness. By creating high-quality,informative content, we 
were able to reach and retain a larger audience.
 

Revamping The Hyder Properties Brand 
And Generating Brand Awareness

The Challenge 
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FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

Motivation 
(ISC)

Motivation 
(ISC)

Tips & Trends 
(IC)

Tips & Trends 
(IC)

Poll Post

Poll Post

On Show 
Post (FC)

On Show 
Post (FC)

On Show 
Post (FC)

On Show 
Post (FC)

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR POSTING SCHEDULE:

To get the most out of these platforms, each content piece was 
specifically curated for each platform. 

Each post was dedicated to one of three things: brand awareness, brand 
education, or creating a sense of community.
 
For these posts to truly have an impact, we followed a strict weekly 
posting schedule, with each day dedicated to a specific type of content.

PLATFORM MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

The Challenge 
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Key examples of the posts we used are as follows: 

MOTIVATION POLL POSTS MOTIVATION ON SHOW POST

The Challenge 
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As mentioned, the statistics above showed us why Hyder Properties’ sales 
numbers were so low. However, the brand revamp campaign wasn’t going 
to be enough to increase sales. So, we took a slightly different approach - 
direct targeting.

 
This approach followed a three-phase strategy focusing on Awareness, 
Consideration, and Education. All three phases aimed to increase website 
traffic, better audience engagement, and ultimately, boost sales.

The Next Challenge 

Generating Sales
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As was the case with the Brand Revamp Challenge, social media was 
utilized to its full extent.
 
We created specific posts, all targeted towards sales and bringing 
awareness to what Hyder Properties Development has to offer. We also 
focused on more than just two platforms - bringing Hyder to both Twitter 
and TikTok.
 
Despite the additional platforms, our social media strategy looked very 
similar to the Brand Revamp one. Except, we created far more specifically 
targeted posts, aiming to bring awareness to new developments, educate 
the market, and create a sense of community.

 

The Awerness Phase

The Next Challenge 
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UNITS SOLD POSTS: ON SHOWREELS

STILL: INFOGRAPHIC:

CAROUSEL POST: 

CAROUSEL POST: 

POPULAR GIFTS

STILL:

STILLS: STILL:

How many units were sold that week/month

Buying 101 / Investing 101

Building images

Building inspection lookouts

Holistic view of what the shops/amenities in the area 
look like

Meet our Hyder Agents

Questions - Pose a question to the audience about the 
     development to create organic engagement and 
     reach
    What home finishes do you prefer?
      Which would you choose?
  

Topics
 Renter utilities vs Homeowner utilities
 Electric vs gas stoves
 How interest rates affect your monthly repayments

Amenities-focused (pool, gym, etc)
 Bond registration
 Credit score checks

 

THE TYPES OF POSTS WE CREATED AND USED ARE:

The Next Challenge 
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HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES:

STILL UNITS SOLD POSTS STILL: QUESTION STILLCAROUSEL POST

The Next Challenge 
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The second phase focused on creating a personalized connection with 
recipients through an email drip campaign. Further, these emails aimed 
at generating a bit of “fear of missing out” to encourage people to book 
a viewing of available units on the website.
 
We sent out four different types of emails, all covering various aspects of 
Hyder Properties and their new developments.
 

Here’s an example of the types of emailers we ran:
 
 Everything 50 On Lever
 Still, thinking it over?
 Just checking in on you.
 Enough about us

 

The Consideration Phase

The Next Challenge 
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The engagement phase was further split into two - engagement stage 1, 
and engagement stage 2 (re-engagement).

STAGE 1
The first part of the Engagement phase focused on utilising the website 
to further highlight any available units in the latest developments.
 
The home page banner was updated with a carousel showing the latest 
developments - 93 On New and current developments, 92 On New and 50 
On Lever. This ensured that they remained top of mind as visitors browsed 
the website. 

The banner also included several callouts, including:
 Area
 Units Available
 Units Sold to Date
 

 

 

The Engagement Phase

The Next Challenge 
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The new landing page includes:
 Names of the newest developments
 Area
 Prices
 Call To Action (Book a viewing today!)

The Pop-Up, on the other hand, changed to a new message and CTA. It 
now highlights the latest development and includes a ‘book here’ button. 

Once the potential client clicks the button, the below client form 
includes the following:
  Name
 Cell Number
 Email address
 Opt into the mailing list

That’s not all the though, the website landing page and popup received a 
revamp.

The Next Challenge 
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STAGE 2: RE-ENGAGEMENT

The second stage of the Engagement Phase was all about further 
cementing the notion of FOMO and encouraging re-engagement. We did 
this by implementing a Follow-Up email drip campaign that helped keep 
Hyder Properties and their available units top of mind.

The Follow-up email drip campaign further pressed that a 
Hyder Properties development is a worthwhile investment. Ultimately 
highlighting why these units are selling out so quickly.
 

Take a look at a few of the follow-up emailers we sent out:
  Welcome to Hyder Properties!
 Recap of previous developments
 Amenities Reminder
 What to look for when buying a home

The Next Challenge 

The incorporation of these new elements aims to better the overall user 
experience, and re-encourage website visitors to invest in any available 
units.



The Results of the 
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We set out to measure:
 Brand awareness through social media growth
 Lead generation
 Sales

The Results of The Marketing Strategy

PAGE FOLLOWERS

PAGE FOLLOWERS

TOTAL POSTS

TOTAL POSTS

TOTAL REACH 

TOTAL COMMENTS

ENGAGEMENTS 

9682

1928

78

78

515K

432

1232FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

THE RESULTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES:
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Sales

The Sales Challenge was taken head-on and saw remarkable results. 
Hyder Properties saw the success of the marketing campaign through the 
increased signup rates, website traffic and overall revenue increase.
 
The marketing campaign also saw a major uptick in 
interest in future events and projects.

Take a look at a few of the follow-up emailers we sent out:
  Welcome to Hyder Properties!
 Recap of previous developments
 Amenities Reminder
 What to look for when buying a home

The Results of The Marketing Strategy
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The results of our campaigns are nothing short of impressive, and we 
expect these numbers to grow even more over time.
 
 Our content-focused approach has allowed us to generate an online 
community that actively engages with the brand. The spike in lead 
generation and unit sales proves this tenfold.
 
Our strategic campaign not only achieved all our goals but also improved 
Hyder Properties’ reputation. It’s now seen as a trustworthy, community-
focused company that builds high-end, value-for-money properties.
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WWW.MOODYANDSMITH.COM

Thank you.


